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2017 by the numbers

Our reach

Individuals with FA 
from these 55 countries 
are registered with FARF

Current FARF-funded 
research projects

5,027 6,732 $3,291,160

10082 7
1386 62

In 2017, you and 

other donors

generously made

gifts

raising a total of 

for FA research and family services
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Donors funded

ongoing projectsnewly diagnosed FA families 
accessed vital education & 
support services when they 

registered with FARF
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Donations propelled 
the work of 



Highlights 

that you helped make happen!

Research means possibilities...

WHAT IF?
What if we could prevent FA cancers? What if we could 
fix DNA? What if FA were an easily treatable disorder 
and no longer a life-threatening disease? Better and 
longer lives for people with FA begin with scientists 
daring to ask bold questions. We fund those scientists.

What if we could prevent oral cancer 
by using a lozenge that delivers cancer-
preventing agents?
Field-Coverage Oral Cancer Chemoprevention via 
Janus Nanoparticles
Ohio State University | $122,568

What if we could prevent bone marrow 
failure and leukemia using the FDA-
approved drug, metformin?

Pilot Study of Metformin for Patients with 
Fanconi Anemia
Dana-Farber/Boston Children’s Cancer and Blood 
Disorders Center | $20,000

What if we could repair FA genetic 
defects in skin cells, then reprogram 
them to form normal stem cells that 
could prevent bone marrow failure?
Engineering Fanconi Anemia Hematopoietic 
Stem Cells from Human iPS Cells
Boston Children’s Hospital | $175,000

What if targeted therapeutics could be 
used to reduce aldehyde toxicity and 
prevent DNA damage in people with FA?
The Prevention of DNA Damage in Fanconi 
Anemia HSC by ALDH Activators
Stanford University | $190,940

What if we blocked the mechanism that 
causes bone marrow failure in FA by 
using targeted therapies?
TGF-B Pathway Inhibitors for the Treatment of 
Bone Marrow Failure in Fanconi Anemia
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute | $175,000

What if correcting faulty genes could 
normalize FA cells and stop bone 
marrow failure and cancer?
Defining Tractable Approaches for Gene Editing 
of Fanconi Anemia Hematopoietic Stem Cells
University of California Berkeley | $125,600

Use of Triplex-forming PNAs as a Strategy for 
Correction of the FA Phenotype
Yale University | $112,500

2017 funded projects

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6
Donor gives

 to FARF
FARF funds the 
best projects

Researchers 
carry out their 

work

Many researchers 
go on to win 
competitive 

grants

Donor gifts are 
leveraged to 

increase impact

People with FA 
benefit directly 
from research

of the year

Research

Support

Collaboration

Education

Innovation

“Since oral cancer is a risk for people with FA, 
the goal of our project is to develop a lozenge 
to release cancer-preventing compounds 
throughout the entire mouth.”  

“The family meeting is the most amazing 
experience I’ve had. We’d had nothing but 
negative moments with our son’s health and 
this has been a time of learning, relaxing and 
happiness.”

“The scientific symposium brings the FA 
community together: patients, parents, doctors 
and scientists. We make great progress when 
we all work together.” 

- Stella Davies, MBBS, PhD

- Susan Mallery, DDS, PhD; Joerg Lahann, PhD
2017 grant recipients

“The meeting for adults with FA is emotional, 
inspiring, hopeful, and knowledgeable. I learned 
so much from the other adults with FA and the 
researchers that work on this disorder every day.” 

“Small focus meetings like the international 
gene therapy meeting allow experts to 
share breaking data and to brainstorm new 
solutions to advancing therapies.”

- Meeting attendee

- FA parent, about the annual family meeting 

- Mark Quinlan, FARF 
Executive Director
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The fear that 
comes with living with 

FA can be overwhelming. 
I have to remind myself 

that it’s normal to be scared. 
Overcoming this fear is what 
allows me to live with happiness and hope. 

Sometimes I feel that FA has taken too much 
from me, and yet, each day I wake up with a 

renewed conviction to live. Losing my brother 
changed my life forever. He, like everyone 
with FA, taught me what it really means to 

fight always and never give up. Yes, FA 
defines me, but I’m so much more and am 

happy with all I have. I’m thankful for 
everything in my life, even FA, 

which has taken so 
much from me.
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Every dollar raised goes to support our mission and 
programs, to maximize fundraising, and to improve the 
effectiveness of the organization.
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Investments & 
Other Income

Fundraising
Events

Individual 
Donations

*Unaudited numbers (rounded).

 $497,000 $1,004,600 $2,286,500

$1,576,000 $316,000 $260,000 $339,000

             Our Katrina was       
       a brave, vibrant,     

   loving little girl. She was six 
when she died of post-transplant 

complications. Our son Jared is 10 and 
bursting with joy, showing us that each day 

is a blessing. Although stable at this time, we 
know we are racing against the clock. Every 
day we grieve the loss of our sweet Katrina 
and the uncertainty of Jared’s future. We’re 

so grateful for new treatments and for 
the breakthroughs on the horizon. 

We know that defeating this illness will 
require the help of many 

generous souls.

What does it mean to live with FA?
As an adult with FA, I live 

with many fears. I’m afraid of not 
having my own children, as infertility 

is a big issue for people with FA. My bigger 
fear is leaving a family that I’ve started 

behind.  My girlfriend has helped me realize 
that you have to live in the moment. You can’t 
let the fear of tomorrow stop you from living 

today. Now I feel like when the time 
comes, I’ll be ready to start a family, 

and even if I die young, I will know 
that I have made an impact. 

My message to the scientists & 
donors is this: my name is Jason. 
I am here right now. I have this 

disease right now. And I 
need your help 

right now.

As parents, we wish we could 
solve FA, find the cure, and fix all that 
is afflicting our children. We wish we 

could swap places with our daughter, Avery, 
take on FA, and let her deal with a teenager’s 

normal challenges. We’ve learned that we 
can help by applying our ability, passion, and 
energy into raising funds to help FARF. That’s 
why our family started Team BrAvery in 2010. 

We take on crazy physical challenges 
that seem impossible, but none of 

these challenges equates to the 
difficulty that those with 
FA face just to survive. We 
know that to one day find a 

cure, we all have to 
do something epic: 
scientists, doctors,

 families, and 
donors.

Rachel Altmann
Aileen Carlos, JD
Stella M. Davies, MBBS, PhD
Lynn Frohnmayer, MSW
Nancy Golden
Brian Horrigan
Bill McCorey
Kevin S. McQueen, MBA
Peter Pless, MD

Blanche P. Alter, MD, MPH
Amy DeZern, MD, MHS
Richard Gelinas, PhD
Stephen Meyn, MD, PhD
Premal Patel, MD, PhD
Agata Smogorzewska, MD, PhD
Elizabeth Swisher, MD
Jakub Tolar, MD, PhD
John Wagner, MD
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